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1. The German Lehrstuhl-model:
Career & employment

1. PhD (avarage age ≈ 32 years)

2. Second ‚period of qualification‘ (≈ 10 years)

non-permanent employment as an ECR – mostly dependent 
(‚wissenschaftliche:r Mitarbeiter:in‘ of a professor; Postdoc in 
project run by a PI), somtimes independend (own Postdoc 
project)

3. Professor (average age of first tenured employment ≈ 42 years; 
average duration of employment ≈ 25 years)

Change of employing university (and often city) 
(‚Hausberufungsverbot‘) 

4. Ratio: persons ending their second period of qualification p.a. / 
open positions for professors p.a. ≈ 4:1



1. The German Lehrstuhl-model:
Career & employment

Some Problems

1. Precarious working conditions of ECRs (cf. #IchbinHanna)

2. System discriminates social groups who tend to be more 
risk-averse (women, ECRs with children, low-income family 
background, etc.)

3. Problematic biographies of the ‚unsuccessful‘ (career change 
late in life) and of the successful (change of work 
environment/ city at the age of 42)

4. Brain drain (best ECR take junior positions that are 
permanent or have a tenure option) abroad; it is hard to 
attract excellent ECRs from abroad



1. The German Lehrstuhl-model:
Career & employment

5. Every system of a late and narrow bottle neck has an inconsistent 
logic of selection: 100 ECRs after PhD

75 10-year academic careers (S = 750 years of acad. work)

25 35-year academic careers (S = 875 years of acad. work)

→ 46% of all years of academic work are done by people who are 
selected as ‚finally not good enough to stay in academia‘!

cf. selection immediately after PhD would allow 46 full academic 
careers

Objection: we need 10 years to find out who are the best 25%

Anwer: If it is allowed to pick 46%, it is much easier not to miss the 
best 25%!



2. The German Lehrstuhl-model:
Power structure

German professors have an extreme form of institutional 
autonomy and individual power over ECRs. Without cooperating 
and coordinating with their colleagues they can:

1. chose whom they want to supervise as a PhD student

2. heavily influence the evaluation of their supervised 
dissertations (advisor = examiner)

3. decide which ECRs are employed in the second qualification 
period as their assistants (WiMis)

4. issue directives to their assistants (‚Weisungsbefugnis‘)

5. influence which of their assistants gets which jobs 
afterwards



2. The German Lehrstuhl-model:
Power structure

The good professor:

‚I do not treat my co-workers as subordinates! I 
rather try to promote their careers. The Lehrstuhl 
provides them a form of protection, a safe space 
in which they can flourish much better then in 
the neo-liberal super competitive tenure track 
system. My Lehrstuhl is not an area of exploi-
tation. It is an area of cooperative team-work, 
benevolence, and trust. My Lehrstuhl is like a 
family for my PhD students and assistants!‘



2. The German Lehrstuhl-model:
Power structure

Lehrstühle as families

• comparision between academic microcosmos ‚Lehrstuhl‘ and a 
family is instructive

• grandparents/parents/children : emeriti/professor/PhD students & 
assistants (cf. ‚Doktorvater‘, ‚Doktormutter‘)

• Parent-children relation are necessarily hierarchical but not in a 
bad way – love and trust, not master and servant

• Competition among siblings and how parents relate to them

• Conflicts about inheritance

• Etc.

What are families and why are there families?



2. The German Lehrstuhl-model:
Power structure

Hegel on family

‚[…] The right of the parents over the arbitrary will of the children is 
determined by the end of educating them up and subjecting them to 
discipline. […] The services which may be required of children should 
therefore contribute solely to the end of their education; they must not 
claim to be justified in their own right, for the most unethical of all 
relationsships is that in which children are slaves. […] Children are free 
in themselves, […] and therefore do not belong as things […] to their 
parents. As their relationship with the family is concerned, their 
upbringing has the positive determination, that, in them, the ethical is 
given the form of immediate feeling which is still without opposition, so 
that their early emotional life may be lived in this context in love, trust, 
and obedience. But the negative determination of the this same 
relation is that of raising the children out of the natural immediacy in 
which they originally exist to independence and free personality, and 
therby to enabling them to leave the natural unit of the family.‘ 

Elements of the Philosophy of Right, § 174–5 



2. The German Lehrstuhl-model:
Power structure

Hegel on family

• Families are institution that organize a hierarchical relation of 
education, which is neither one between free beings and 
their property nor one between two equally autonomous 
individuals (as is a contract)

• The sole function of this institution is to raise the subordinate 
part, who is not yet fully free, to the level of autonomy of the 
superordinate

• Structural similarities to relation between PhD advisors and 
their PhD students



2. The German Lehrstuhl-model:
Power structure

Hegel on Lehrstuhl

‚[…] The right of the professors over the arbitrary will of their PhD 
students is determined by the end of educating them up and subjecting 
them to discipline. […] The services which may be required of PhD 
students should therefore contribute solely to the end of their 
education; they must not claim to be justified in their own right, for the 
most unethical of all relationsships is that in which children are slaves. 
[…] PhD students are free in themselves, […] and therefore do not 
belong as things […] to their advisors. As their relationship with the 
Lehrstuhl is concerned, their upbringing has the positive determination, 
that, in them, the ethical is given the form of immediate feeling which is 
still without opposition, so that their early emotional life may be lived in 
this context in love, trust, and obedience. But the negative 
determination of the this same relation is that of raising the PhD 
students out of the natural immediacy in which they originally exist to 
academic independence and free academic personality, and therby to 
enabling them to leave the natural unit of the Lehrstuhl.‘ 

Elements of the Philosophy of Right, § 174–5 



2. The German Lehrstuhl-model
Power structure

1. The family model might be helpful to conceive of advisor-
relations…

• at least if combined with new family models (patchwork families, 
more than two parents, ‚it takes a village to raise a child‘)

…but it does not justify the current Lehrstuhl-structure

• parents have not a right to decide whom they want to have as their 
children → coordination 

• Parents do not have the right to decide about financial support of 
their children (‚Children have the right to be nourished and 
brought up by the family assets‘) → funding period needs to 
correspond to qualification period



2. The German Lehrstuhl-model
Power structure

• The aim of an education in a family is to overcome the 
family and be recognized by civil society as a free and equal 
autonomous being → PhD examination should be an 
expression of recognition by others, not by advisor 

• Most importantly: the family model is bizarre when applied 
to the Postdoc period! Here, it literaly means to treat fully 
autonomous persons struturally as children.



2. The German Lehrstuhl-model
Power structure

2. The Lehrstuhl-structure cannot be vindicated by the 
morality of the professor

• A structural violation of autonomy is still bad even if the 
structural power is not exerted (cf. the morally good slave 
owner)

• toxic professorality pervades in many academic practices 
even of people who conceive of themselves as ‚really being 
against the old system‘; e.g.

(i) the ‚professorium‘

(ii) conference organization as team work

(iii) …



2. The German Lehrstuhl-model
Power structure

3. The Lehrstuhl-structure also implies a wrong horizontal 
power-structure (dependence relation among professors) 

• Democratic conception of a community of autonomous 
(academic) agents: any decision with massive effects on 
other agents should be guided by a democratic procedure 
that respects the autonomy of the others

• If decisions of hirring junior faculty are made by individual 
professors, then either other members of the department 
are massively wronged, or the department cannot 
constitute itself as the relevant social structure (cf. state in 
a feudal system)



2. The German Lehrstuhl-model
Power structure

• Hiring choices made by individuals rather than committees 
have epistemic disadvantages

• Hiring choices made by individuals rather than committees 
lack aspects of selection pressure that will later occur in 
hiring for permanent professorial positions (convince the 
department not only your group)



3. What shall we do?

1. Earlier selection decision about permanent or tenure-track 
academic jobs (after PhD or short Postdoc period)

2. Less hierarchically structured employment and hiring models

Department model of JA

NGA model

Models in joint paper of GAP and DGPhil

Many senior members of the academic community think that the old 
Lehrstuhl system needs to be changed and have sympathies for the 
new models.

But why is there so little change?



3. What shall we do?

Structural problems for a reform

1. University administrations do not provide framework for 
reforms (e.g. at what ratio can we trade WiMi-positions for 
W1/W2 tenure track positions?)

2. Many professors are very hesitant to give up their authority 
in selection decisions, i.e. are not ready to give up influence

(i) on denomination of junior position (‘I have to defend 
my field against my colleagues!‘)

(ii) on judgements about qualitiy (‚I know best who is good 
in my field!‘)

This might be much more important than an unwillingness 
to lose people who work for them. 



3. What shall we do?

Measures to take

Take serious these concerns, try to address them within the 
process of reform: 

(i) Department decides on a tableau of denominations of 
furture junior positions before professors are forced to pool 
their assistant positions 

(ii) Do not use reform to decide the methodological battle with 
you colleagues!

(iii) Use a narrative that makes clear that the new model is not 
only introduced out of consideration for the younger 
generation, but has advantages of everyone (professorial 
work is distributed on more people, better colleagues, etc.)


